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ABSTRACT. If R is a maximal two-sided order in a semisimple ring and M^

is a finite dimensional torsionless faithful R-module, we show that m = Endß M*

is a maximal order.   As a consequence, we obtain the equivalence of the following

when MR is a generator:

1. M is R-reflexive.

2. k = End MR is a maximal order.

3. * = End^j AÍ* where M* = homÄ(Af, R).

When R is a prime maximal right order, we show that the endomorphism

ring of any finite dimensional, reflexive module is a maximal order.  We then show

by example that R being a maximal order is not a property preserved by k.   How-

ever, we show that k = End Afp is a maximal order whenever Ma is a maximal uni-

form right ideal of R, thereby sharpening Faith's representation theorem for maxi-

mal two-sided orders.   In the final section, we show by example that even if R =

EndfcK is a simple pli (pri)-domain, k can have any prescribed right global

dimension > 1, can be right but not left Noetherian or neither right nor left

Noetherian.

In his survey, Jacobson [43] defined the concept of equivalence of two

right orders Rx and R2 in a semisimple ring Q, namelyxxRxx2 CR2 andy1R2y2

Ç Rj for some choice of units xv x2, yx, y2 of Q.  In this paper we study when

certain orders Rx are maximal in the sense that Rx = R2 whenever R2 is an order

equivalent to, and containing Rx.

If M is any torsionless right /?-module which is finite dimensional (in the

sense of Goldie) then a theorem of Zelmanowitz [67] states that k = End MR

is an order in a semisimple ring in case R is. We study this situation for a maxi-

mal two-sided order and show that m = EndÄ M* is a maximal order whenever

MR is finite dimensional, torsionless and faithful. As an immediate consequence

we obtain the equivalence of the following conditions when MR is a generator:

1. M isÄ-reflexive.

2. k = End MR is a maximal order.

3. k = EndÄ M* where M* = homR(M, R).
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When R is a prime maximal right order and MR is reflexive, we show that

k = End MR is a maximal right order. We then show by example that R being

a maximal order is fjof a property preserved by k even if Af is a uniform right

ideal of R.  However, we show that k = End MR is a maximal order whenever

MR is a maximal uniform right ideal of R.  In this case, k is in fact a right Ore

domain. Consequently, we can sharpen Faith's representation theorem [72] for

simple (maximal) orders R by observing that R = End kV where kVis a finitely

generated, projective (finite dimensional, reflexive) fc-module and k, a maximal

order in a skew field.

In the final section we show by example that even if A = End k7is a

simple pri (pli)-domain, then k can have any prescribed right global dimension > 1,

can be right but not left Noetherian or neither right nor left Noetherian. In the

process we show that the existence of a certain type of simple ring implies a very

pathological representation of A and a partial answer to a question raised in

Camillo-Cozzens [73].

I. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, all rings are associative with iden-

tity, all modules and bimodules are unital. We shall always write homomorphisms

on the opposite side of the scalars. If A is any ring, M E mod-A or MA will sig-

nify that Af is a right ,4-module.

Since we shall repeatedly use them, we now summarize several more or less

well-known facts. For details, see Faith [72]. Let B be any ring, U E B-mod

and A = End BU. There is a canonical bimodule homomorphism

0: WomB(U, B) —> homA(U, A)

defined by

[v] WM) **W-u Vu.vEU.fE homB(U, B).

By symmetry, if B = End UA, the map

^: homA(U, A) -*■ homB(U, B)

defined by

((«W))M = u ■ f(v) Vu.vEU.fE homA(U, A)

is also a bimodule homomorphism. Moreover, in this case, 0 is an isomorphism

with inverse \jj.

Also recall that if UA is a generator and B = End UA, then A = End BU

(UA is balanced) and BU is finitely generated projective. Moreover, A U* =

homA(U, A)*» homB(U, B) is also a generator and A » End U%. If T denotes

the trace ideal of BU, then TV = V and T2 = T
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Recall that a module UA is torsionless if U embeds canonically in its

i4-bidual £/** (equivalently, U. embeds in the direct product of 7 copies of A
r r.        •      y» .r. ,.    canonically
for some set I), and reflexive if C/^        « í/*¡*.

Since the following result will be used repeatedly in the sequel and is per-

haps, less familiar than the preceding, we shall include its proof.

1.1 Proposition. Let VE 50-mod be faithful and torsionless, B =

Biend BqV (i.e., if A = End BqV, Biend BqV= End VA), U° =homB (V, B0)

and U = homs(K, B). Then

a. the canonical inclusion B0 <-* B induces an inclusion U° c_> U.

b. BTQ C B0 where T0 = trace B V. Hence, BBq is an essential extension

°fBOB0-

c. ToB   is essential and BqT0 is essential whenever B0 is semiprime.

Consequently, UB   is necessarily faithful, implying an inclusion B0 c»

Biend Í/2 .
o

d. If B V is finitely generated projective, U°T0 = U°.

Proof, a. Let ( , ): homBo(K, B0) —*■ hoin^K, A) denote the canonical

(A, 7f0)-homomorphism (<(>) defined above. For b E B, v, v G V and /G U°,

we have

(bvV-v' = (bv)(f.v') = b((v)(f,v))

= b((v)f-v') = (b(v)f)-v'

since Kis a (B, i4)-bimodule. Since BKis clearly faithful, (bv)f= b(v)f

Vb e B, v e V and /G U°. Thus, 0° C U as asserted.

b. Clear in view of a.

c. Denote by [v, f] = (v)f Vu EV.fEU0 and by [V, U°] = {[v, f] \v

EV.fEU0}. Clearly, [V, U°] = T0 and if bT0 =0,bEBo,b [V, U°] =

[bV, U°] =0. Since B V is torsionless, bV = 0 implying that b = 0 since

B(¡Vis faithful. Therefore, TQß   is essential. If T0b = 0, (bT0)2 =0**bTo =

0 => b = 0 by semiprimeness of B0, which clearly implies that B TQ is essential

in B0Bo-

The last assertion follows readily from the equalities

T0b = [V, U°]b = [V, U°b]   Wb G B0.

d. Referring to the map (, ) defined in a and setting

(U°, V)={(f,v)\fEU°,vEV}

we have

ifi . [y, U°] =(lf>,V)-lf) =AU° = U°.
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Here, we are using the well-known fact that (£/°, V) = A iff B V is finitely

generated projective (Dual basis lemma).    D

As mentioned earlier, we shall be examining the representation of a simple

Goldie ring (more generally, a maximal order) A as the endomorphism ring of a

finitely generated projective module B V where VA is usually a uniform right

ideal of A or a finite dimensional (Goldie dimension) torsionless generator. The

principal tool in our investigation will be the Faith Correspondence Theorem,

some consequences of which we now state.

1.2   Proposition (Faith). Let V be finitely generated faithful and

projective over a ring B, let A = End B V and let T = trace B V.   Then

(1) A has a finite ideal lattice if and only if the set of ideals TIT of Bis

finite. In particular, A is a simple ring if and only ifTK = 0 for every ideal

Ki*T, contained in T.

(2) If B issemiprime, then A is simple if and only ifTis the least ideal of

B. In this case a right ideal I of B satisfies I = IT if and only if I is an idempotent

right ideal contained in T.

(3) dim VA = dim BB and dim AA = dim(homfl(F, B))B (dim VA is

always the Goldie dimension of VA).   D

II. Maximal orders.  Throughout this section, all rings will be at least •

right orders in semisimple rings, i.e., semiprime right Goldie rings. The term

order will be reserved for a semiprime two-sided Goldie ring.

2.1 Definition.  Let R. and /?, be right orders in a ring Q.  Then
Q

(i) they are equivalent, Rx ~ R2, if there exist regular elements ax,bx, a2,

b2ofQ such that axRxbx ç R2 and a2R2b2 ERX',

(ii) they are right equivalent, Rx ** R2 if there exist regular elements ax,

a2 of Q such that axRx CR2 anda2R2 ERX\

(iii) they are left equivalent, Rx ~ R2 if there exist regular elements bx, b2

of Q such that/?xbx CR2 andR2b2 CRX.

A right order R is maximal (left equivalent, right equivalent) provided

that R C R' ç Q and R ~ R' (R ~ R\ R ~ R') imply that R = R'.

2.2 Proposition, a. Let R, S be right orders with RCS, R ~ S. There

exist right orders T, Tsuch that

RCTÇS,   R^T^S,   RÇT'ÇS,   * ~ 7" ~S.

b. R is maximal iffR is a maximal left and right equivalent order.

Proof. Consult Faith [73].   D

Remark. Any simple ring is a maximal order.
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2.3 Proposition. Let R be a maximal semiprime right Goldie ring, MR

a finite dimensional torsionless generator and k — End MR. Ifk'Dk and k' **

k, then R = End k>k' <8> ^AT.

Proof. Set M1 = k' <8> fl and R' = End^Af*. Since kM' is finitely gen-

erated and projective, M'R> is a generator and hence, balanced i.e., if k" =

EndM'R;R' = End^Af. Moreover, if kM= k"e, k>M" = k'ne and R' = ek'ne

implying that R' is an order in the quotient ring of R. Thus, EndAT^- = End Ai^j.

Since ok' C k, where a is a regular element of k, a induces a monomorphism M'R —»

MR implying that M'R is finite dimensional, torsionless and hence, T = trace M'R

=£ 0. By earlier remarks, since M^ is clearly faithful, TR' C R. However, by 1.1,

TR is essential since M'R is faithful and torsionless. Thus, T contains a regular

element of R implying that R' ~ R and hence R' = R by maximality of R.    D

2.4 Proposition. 7,er R be a maximal order, MR a finite dimensional,

torsionless, faithfulR-module, k = End MR,M* = h.oraR(M, R) and M* =

homk(M, k).  Then

a. EndMf = End MÎ = R.
b. k' = EndRM* = EndRM* is an essential extension ofk and hence, a

right equivalent order in the quotient ring of k.

c. dim RM* = dim MR.

d. M*<*M***.

Proof. Since MR is clearly balanced by maximality of Tí, M# is canon-

ically isomorphic to M* and hence, EndRM* can be identified with EndRM*.

a. Set Tí' = EndM%\ MR'M* = MM* ̂ k*>MR'M*M = MR'TCM*>

R'TCR=*R' ~R by 1.1c. Since R' DR, R' =R by maximality of R.

b. Since k' = Biend M%, Tk' C k where T = trace AÍJ. Hence, k' is an

essential extension of k and, since T is an essential right ideal of k, T contains

a regular element of k and thus, k' ^ k.

c. Set M = M © R, k = End MR and F = End^ÂÎ*. Clearly, MR is a

generator, hence, dim MR = dim % and dim RM* = dimple' by 1.2.3. Since

both k and k' are orders and k'g is an essential extension of kg by b, dim Íc¡¡ =

dimgic = dimkF = dimk>k'. Thus, dimRM* = dimMR which clearly implies

that dimRM* = dim MR as claimed.

d. By c, dim RM* = dim Mfc* = dim RM***. Since RM* is isomorphic

to a direct summand of RM*** (see Jans [64, p. 67] ), we have RM* « rM***. O

The next lemma allows us to assume in many instances that the module

in question is a generator. The idea is due to Jategaonkar [71].

2.5 Lemma. Let R be a semiprime right Goldie ring, M a finite dimen-

sinal, torsionless, faithful R-module and k = End MR.  Then k is a maximal
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(right equivalent, left equivalent) order whenever End (M®R)R is a maximal (right

equivalent, left equivalent) order.

Proof. Viewing the elements of M ®R as column vectors,

k - End (M®R)f

and its quotient ring D is

/ k   M\

End(M®RQ)Q
D = End((M<BR)®RQ)Q=l

\homß(Af®Äß,ß)

where ß = the quotient ring of R. Furthermore, D = End(M ® RQ)Q = the quo-

tient ring of k (see Zelmanowitz [67] ).

Suppose k is maximal and k' D k with k' ~ k, say, ak'ß C k with a and ß reg-

ular elements of Ac. Set

/V        Jfc'Af     \    _
S= ]+k.

\M*k'   M*k'Mj

S is clearly an order in D containing k. Since

_/«   0\__/ß   0\_    _
it USÄrl /cC/c

\0   0/       \0   0/   "

(routine computation), S - k if the ideals kQ g)/c and ft(g J)* contain regular ele-

ments of k. To demonstrate this, we shall consider only the first ideal. Since

îcQ o)Ä contains all matrices of the form

fkakfkok 0    \

\ 0     [M*,aM])

such a regular element exists provided the ideal / = [AÍ*, aM] is essential as a right

ideal of R ; equivalently, Ir = 0 =*• r = 0 (see the proof of 1.1 c). If Ir = 0, aMr = 0

since M is torsionless. Thus, Afr = 0 (a is regular) => r = 0 since AÍ is faithful.

Consequently, / is essential as asserted.

The proofs of the parenthetical statements are special cases of the above. D

When R is prime, Hart-Robson [70] have shown that eRne is maximal for

all idempotents eERn and n > 1. The argument used in the proof of 2.5 is essen-

tially theirs.

2.6 Lemma. Let Rbea semiprime right Goldie ring, MR a finite dimensional,

torsionless generator, k = End MR and m = End^Af*. If k' is any ring containing

k with R = Endk'Jfc' ®Mand WomR(k'lk <S>kM,R) = 0, then k'Cm.
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Proof. Set M1 = k' ® ¡¿M. Since MR is a generator and R = End^M1, the

canonical maps M* = homk(M, k) —* homR(M, R) =M* and homfc'(Af', k') —*

homÄ(AT', R) are an isomorphism and a monomorphism, respectively. Since

homR(M'/M, R) = 0, the canonical map homR(M', R) —* homÄ(Af, R) is an

embedding. One readily checks that the composition of maps

honv(Af", k') — homÄ(Af", R) C homR(M, R)-+M*

is the map defined by

f-*f\M   (restriction toM)   VfEhomk'(M',k').

Thus, any Ar-linear map/v M —» k' is actually a map into k since /induces a

fc'-linear/: M'—*k' such that/|M =/

Next, if T = trace^AT, 77fc' C Jfc. For, if (u)f ET,a'Ek', fa E homk(M, k')

= homfc(A7, k) by the above remarks. Hence, (uYa E k. Finally, M#Tk' =

M*k' CM* which implies that k' Cm.   D

2.7 Theorem. Let Rbea maximal order and M a finite dimensional, torsion-

less, faithful R-module. Then m = End^AÍ* is a maximal order and is the maximal

right equivalent order containing k.

Proof. It suffices to show that whenever k' D k = End MR and k' ~k,k'C

m and if k' Dm with k' ¿ m, k'Çm. For if this condition is satisfied and k'Dm with

k' ~ m, then k' ~ k and by 2.2 there exists an order s with k' DsDk, k' ^s and

s^k. By assumption, s Cm and since k' *s, k' ^m. Thus, k' Ç m, and m is

maximal as claimed.

To show that the above condition is fulfilled, we can clearly assume that M

is a generator by 2.5. If Jfc' D k with k'z k, set M' = k'®kM. By 2.3, R = End^AT*

and since AÍ* is an essential extension of AT, homR(M'/M, R) = 0. Hence by 2.6,

k' Cm.

In order to complete the proof, suppose that k' Dm with k' ¿m Then by

an obvious modification of 2.3,/? = End(A7# ®mk')k-. By modifying the above

argument, we obtain homm(M#, k') = homm(M#, m) and hence, k'J* Cm where

7* = trace Mm. Since « = End A7^* (see the proof of 1 => 3 in 2.8) and T*M**

=M**,k' Cm as claimed.  D

2.8 Theorem. Let Rbea maximal order and M a finite dimensional, torsion-

less, faithful R-module. Then 1 =*• 2 «=> 3, w/iere

1. MR is R-reflexive,

2. k — End AfÄ is a maximal order,

3. k = End ÄA7* where M* = homÄ(A7, Tí).

Moreover, if M is a generator, then 2 =* 1.
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Proof. We shall first assume that M is a generator and prove the stated equiv-

alences for this case. Then we shall discuss how the general case can be reduced to

the case of a generator.

(1=>3): Since M = M**,

k = End MR = homR(M, M**) = homR(M*, homR(M, R)) = EndRM*.

The third equality follows from one of the standard functional isomorphisms

(e.g., see Cartan-Eilenberg [56, Exercise 4, p. 32]).

(3 <=>■ 2):  Immediate by 2.4 and 2.7.

(2 => 1): By 2.4, k' = End RM* = k. Since M* «M* and homk-(M*, k') «

homR(M*, R)=M**,M** « Af** as (k, J?)-bimodules. By finite projectivity of

¡M, M*# «A/ as (k, Ä)-bimodules. Hence, M is R-reflexive as asserted.

If AÍ is no longer assumed to be a generator, note that Af is reflexive iff M =

M® Ris reflexive, and EndMR is maximal only if EndMR is maximal. Moreover,

Aiis always a generator for arbitrary Af. Thus, 1 =»■ 2, and 2 => 3 follows immediately

from 2.4b. If k = End RM*, then k is maximal by 2.7. Consequently, 3 * 2.  D

Remark. To see that 2 ■» 1 does not hold in general, let R be any maximal

order having a faithful ideal / which is not reflexive as a right ideal and set k =

End IR ; e.g., any «-dimensional regular local ring with n > 2. These are maximal

orders by Auslander-Goldman [60] and must have nonreflexive right ideals by

Matlis [68]. Since k 3 R and k~R,k = R. Thus, IR is not reflexive but k is

maximal.

In order to generalize the above to maximal right orders, care must be exer-

cised to insure that all of the endomorphism rings in question are right orders in

the appropriate semisimple ring. For example, if MR is a finite dimensional,torsion-

less generator, there is no guarantee that k' = End RM* is a right order in the quo-

tient ring of k. However, when R is prime and MR reflexive, we can conclude that

k is maximal. Specifically,

2.9 Proposition. Let Rbea prime maximal right order, MR a finite dimen-

sional reflexive R-module and k = End MR. Then kisa maximal right order.

Proof. Since 2.5 is valid for right orders, it suffices to assume that MR is a

generator. If k' ~k or k' ¿k, since homR(k'/k® ^ R) ■ 0 in either case, k' Ç

77i = End RM* provided R = End k<k' ® ¿M. This, of course, implies that k is

maximal since m = k (Proof of 1 =* 3 in 2.8.) Thus, it suffices to show that if

k' ¿k,R = Endk'k' ® M (2.3 covers the case where k' & k).

To that end note that for some n > 0,R' = End k-k' ®M « ek'ne and R «

ekne. Since k'a C k, ek'nekneknâekne C ekne where ¿I = o/n, /„ the n xn identity

matrix. Since ekne is prime, the ideal ekneknaekne is essential and hence, contains
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a regular element of ekne.  Thus, ek'ne ~ ekne =*■ ek'ne = ekne by maximality of

R(ekne).   D

The question of whether one-sided versions of 2.7 and 2.8 hold for general

semiprime R remains open. If k' ~k always implies ek'ne ~ ekne, then, of course,

the above argument shows that finite dimensional, faithful, reflexive modules have

maximal endomorphism rings.

As an interesting aside, note that the proof of 2.9 shows that m = kT, the

(left) quotient ring of k with respect to the smallest filter of left ideals which

contain T = trace^flf.

HI. The case of global dimension at most 2. In order to show that reflex-

ive generators, specifically in the case of maximal orders, are bonafide generaliza-

tions of finitely generated projective generators, we shall show (3.2) that if each

finitely generated reflexive module is projective, then the global dimension of the

ring cannot exceed 2 (the converse is well known). Then, if UR is any finitely

generated reflexive, nonprojective (necessarily gld Tí > 2) UR ®RR is a nonpro-

jective, reflexive generator. For simplicity, we shall assume that R is a semiprime

two-sided Noetherian ring. To prove the above assertion, we need the following

characterization of two-sided Noetherian rings of global dimension < 2.

3.1 Proposition (Bass [60]). If R is left and right Noetherian, the fol-

lowing are equivalent:

(1) gld R < 2.

(2) The dual of any finitely generated right R-module is projective.    D

Let MR be any finitely generated Tí-module and tM its torsion submodule.

We can assume that MR is a generator.by the remarks preceding  the conclusion

of the proof of 2.8. Clearly, M* = (M/tM)* since (tM)* = 0. Thus, we can

further assume that AT is a torsion free and hence, a torsionless, finitely generated

/?-module. Since MR is clearly finite dimensional, RM* « RM*** and assuming

reflexive modules are projective, M* is projective. Consequently, by 3.1, gld R

< 2. Thus, we have shown that

3.2 Proposition.  TTie following conditions are equivalent for any semi-

prime two-sided Noetherian ring R:

1. gldR<2.

2. Each finitely generated reflexive module is projective.   D

A canonical and important example of a reflexive module is given by

3.3 Proposition. Any maximal uniform right ideal of R (more generally,

any right annulet) is reflexive.
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Proof. By Bass [60], U = X* for some finitely generated left R-module

X. Since we can assume that X^ is a generator, dim Xfc = dim X^** and con-

sequently, U = X* = X*** = U**.   D

By parroting an argument used in Proposition 5.5 of Faith [72], we readily

obtain the necessity of the following characterization of simple Noetherian domains

having global dimension less than or equal to 2.

3.4 Theorem, a. Let R be a simple, two-sided Noetherian domain. Then

gld R < 2 iff Vn > 1, whenever B is a maximal order and B ~ Rn, B is simple.

b. If R is simple Noetherian with gld R < 2, MR finite dimensional and torsion-

less, then k' = EndRM* is a simple Noetherian ring Morita equivalent to R.

Proof, b.  Since MR is finite dimensional and torsionless, MR c-> ±rC") for

some tí > 1, implying that T = trace MR =£ 0. By simplicity of R, T = R and

hence, MR is a generator. Therefore, by 3.1 RM* is a progenerator and hence, k'

is Morita equivalent to R.

a. (Necessity): We shall present only the « = 1 case. The general case is

identical. Suppose xBy C R.  Set a = xy and B' = xBx~x. Then B'a C R and

hence, / = B'aR is a right ideal of R satisfying B' C End IR. Since End IR ~ R,

B' = End IR by maximality of B' (B' maximal iff B is). Moreover, B' = End RI*

by 2.4. Since gld R < 2, RI* is a progenerator implying that B' and hence, B

is simple.

(Sufficiency):  By 3.2 it suffices to show that each finitely generated, reflex-

ive Ä-module is projective. To that end suppose IR is finitely generated reflexive

and dim IR = tj.  Then clearly /?C") c, IR and since dim RI* = «, /Ä c, R^"\

This readily implies that B = End IR ~ Rn = End RR\ B is a maximal order

since /Ä is a reflexive generator and hence, simple by hypothesis. Finally, by

simplicity of B, IR is projective,completing the proof of 3.4.   D

As a final remark regarding uniform right ideals we have

3.5 Proposition. If R is a simple, two-sided, Noetherian ring satisfying

gld R < 2 and each uniform right ideal is reflexive, then R is hereditary.

Proof. We can assume R is a domain by 3.4. Since each right ideal is now

reflexive, each right ideal is projective by 3.1.   D

Thus, even in such well-behaved rings, one cannot expect to find too many

reflexive uniform right ideals.

IV.  The nonreflexive case. The object of this section is to provide further

insight into the structure of the endomorphism ring of a finite dimensional torsion-

less R-module Af, in particular, a basic right ideal of R, and to sharpen Faith's

representation theorem mentioned in the introduction. In 4.1, we shall assume
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that R is simple. While 4.1b is 2.7 in a less general setting, its proof is an inter-

esting application of the Correspondence Theorem.

4.1 Proposition. Let R be a simple order, MR a finite dimensionaUtorsion-

less R-module and k = End MR.  Then

a. k is a maximal left equivalent order;

b. m = End^AÍ* is the maximal equivalent order containing k.

Proof, a. MR is necessarily a generator for mod-7í. Let T = traced/17. If

k' Dk with k' ¿ k, say k'a C k, then k'aT= T = k'T since T is the least ideal of

k.  Thus, k'TM = k'M CM and hence fc'cjfc.

b. Ifk'Dk with ok' C k, Tak' = T= Tk' ■» k' C m since M*T = M*.

Thus, any equivalent order containing k is contained in m implying that m

is the maximal such order.   D

4.2 Proposition. (1 )(Faith [64] ) Any maximal order inQ = Dn,Da field,

is isomorphic to the biendomorphism ring of any right ideal U, say R « EndkU

where k = End UR.

(2) If UR is a maximal uniform right ideal, then k = End UR is a maxi-

mal order in D.

Proof. (1) Let Ube any right ideal of R.  By 1.1, T= trace UR satisfies

TRCR where R = Biend UR. Since T contains a regular element of R, R is a

right order of ß which is ̂  to R. Thus, R = R by maximality of Tí.

(2) Clear.   D

V.   Examples. In this section, we shall show that if A = EndB7 where BV

is finitely generated projective over a right Ore domain B, A simple, the domain

B can be quite "bad" when A is quite "good".

Recall the definition of the ring of linear differential operators'!) = $Ä

over a ring R with derivation 5 :

(î),+) = (R[5],+)

multiplication in î> is induced by the relations

6a = a8+8(a)   VaGR.

It is easy to show that whenever R = k is a field of characteristic 0 and 8

is outer, î)is a simple pli (pri)-domain. More generally, if dim kconS = °° and 6

is outer, then D is simple.

In the following examples, we shall freely use results from Robson [72] and

certain generalizations which can be found in Goodearl [73]. These references

will be abbreviated to [72] and [73] respectively.

For any n > 2, there exists a right but not left Noetherian domain B with
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1 .gld B = r.gld B = n, a finitely generated projective left /»"-module B V such

that A = EndBKis a simple pri (pli)-domain.

Example 1.   Let k D k' be fields with l.dimfc>fc = °° and r.dim kk> finite

(see Conn [61] for such examples). Set A = %(^) where 5 is defined in the

obvious fashion:

5(x)=l,   5(a) = 0   Vaefc

By Example 7.3 in [72], the subring B = k + 54 of A is a hereditary

Noetherian domain. By Theorem 4.3 of [73], B' = k' + 8A is a two-sided order

in A with r.gld B' = l.gld B' = 2. Moreover, B' is right Noetherian and not left

Noetherian.

Finally, set V = 5A  Clearly, B> V is finitely generated projective and A =

EndB.K

By an obvious modification of this technique, we can choose B' such that

B' is a two-sided order in A, B' is right but not left Noetherian and finally

r.gld B' = l.gld B' = n.

Moreover, B' can be chosen to be neither right nor left Noetherian but still a two-

sided order, having any prescribed global dimension.

Example 2. Let R be a pri-domain, D its right quotient field and suppose

that D/R is semisimple in mod-/?.  Then there exists a right hereditary, right

Noetherian domain B, which is, however, a two-sided order, a finitely generated

projective B V such that A = EndB V is a simple pri (pli)-domain.

Set 5 = ®D(je) where 5 is the standard formal derivative of D(x), T = D +

55 and k = R + 55.  As before, T is a hereditary Noetherian domain. Also

k ~ 5 since 55 C k.  Thus, k is a two-sided order in F = right quotient field of

5. We claim that A: is right hereditary. First, one readily verifies that the exact

sequence of /c-modules

0 -»• 7755 -» 5/55 -^S/T-^0

is split exact (the obvious map is the desired right inverse to 7r) and hence,

pd(5/7\ < pd(5/55)fc. Since Sk is projective by Lemma 2.1 in [72], pd(5/55)fc

< 1 and hence, pd(S/T)k < 1, implying that Tk is projective. Since k is an order

in r, it is easy to see that T® kT=T.  As an immediate consequence, we have

pd Mk = pd MT for all Af E mod-r by a proof similar to that of Lemma 2.8 in

[72]. Moreover, since D/R is semisimple in mod-/? and isomorphic to T/k,

Tlk is semisimple in mod-/? and hence, in mod-fc

Finally, let / be any right ideal of k.  Then IT is projective in mod-Ác and

IT/I is a direct summand of a coproduct of copies of Tlk.  Since Tk is projective,
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pd Tlk < 1 implying that pd 7777 < 1. Hence, pd Ik - 0. Thus, k is right hered-

itary and since it is an order in a field, k is right Noetherian.

Note that if we set V = dS, S = EndfcK. We also remark that such rings as

R exist. For example the rings discussed in Cozzens [70] work. The existence

of an example principal on the right but not on the left remains an open problem.

However, I feel very strongly that such examples do exist. Note that R in

Example 2 does not have to be left Ore!  Finally, if such an 7Í exists (which is

not left Noetherian), then k affords us with an example of a two-sided order

which is right hereditary but not left hereditary, thus answering a question raised

in Camillo-Cozzens [73].

VI. Concluding remarks. By parroting the arguments used by Matlis [68],

one trivially shows that if R is a two-sided Noetherian ring with finite global di-

mension, then R is hereditary if and only if each right ideal is R-reflexive. In the

case of a maximal order, it would be interesting to know if a one-sided version

of the above holds. More generally, what does the reflexivity of each uniform

right ideal imply?
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paper and for many stimulating discussions about maximal orders.
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